COUPONING

SLOW COOKERS
Why use a slow cooker?

From beginner to extreme couponing –
you are not going to want to miss this!

Tuesday, October 10th
Tuesday, October 3rd

6-8 pm

Would you like to learn how to
make your money go further with
valuable money saving coupons?

Everyone welcome!

PLANT EXCHANGE

6-8 pm

Slow cookers are frugal to buy, cheap to operate,
and can turn inexpensive cuts of meat or low cost
vegetarian dishes into delicious family meals with
just the flip of a switch.
One main focus of the program will be on the safe
use of this equipment. Participants will receive
slow cooker recipes and instructions on how to
turn regular recipes into slow cooker recipes.

Bring a friend!

Introduction to Facebook

Monday, November 6th 5-7 pm
Friends? Likes? Status updates?

Tuesday, October 17th 5:00 – 7:30 pm

Do you have plants, cuttings,
bulbs, or seeds you would like to
exchange or just give away?
Join other garden enthusiasts
and share the bounty.

If you're new to Facebook, there are a lot of
terms and phrases that may seem a little confusing at first. Reviewing some of the most
commonly used terms will give you a better understanding of how Facebook works and what
to expect as you get started.
Learn to create and check an email address;
how to create, use, and maintain a Facebook
page plus much more.
Seating is limited, so call today to register!
October 2017

SLOW COOKERS

COUPONING

Why use a slow cooker?

From beginner to extreme couponing –
you are not going to want to miss this!

Thursday, October 12th
Thursday, October 5th 6-8 pm
Would you like to learn how to make
your money go further with valuable
money saving coupons?

Everyone welcome!

6-8 pm

Slow cookers are frugal to buy, cheap to operate,
and can turn inexpensive cuts of meat or low cost
vegetarian dishes into delicious family meals with
just the flip of a switch.
One main focus of the program will be on the safe
use of this equipment. Participants will receive
slow cooker recipes and instructions on how to
turn regular recipes into slow cooker recipes.

Bring a friend!

Teen Advisory
Board
October 26th @ 3:30 pm

Introduction to Facebook

Thursday, No16th 5-7 pm
Friends?
dates?
If

vember
Likes? Status up-

you're new to Facebook, there are a lot of
terms and phrases that may
seem a little confusing at first.
Reviewing some of the most commonly used terms will give you a better understanding of how Facebook
works and what to expect as you get started.

